A single-chain derivative of the relaxin hormone is a functionally selective agonist of the G protein-coupled receptor, RXFP1†
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Human gene-2 relaxin (H2 relaxin) is a pleiotropic hormone with powerful vasodilatory and anti-fibrotic properties which has led to its clinical evaluation and provisional FDA approval as a treatment for acute heart failure. The diverse effects of H2 relaxin are mediated via its cognate G protein-coupled-receptor (GPCR), Relaxin Family Peptide Receptor (RXFP1), leading to stimulation of a combination of cell signalling pathways that includes cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) and extracellular-signal-regulated kinases (ERK)1/2. However, its complex two-chain (A and B), disulfide-rich insulin-like structure is a limitation to its facile preparation, availability and affordability. Furthermore, its strong activation of cAMP signaling is likely responsible for reported detrimental tumor-promoting actions that may preclude long-term use of this drug for treating human disease. Here we report the design and synthesis of a H2 relaxin B-chain-only analogue, B7-33, which was shown to bind to RXFP1 and preferentially activate the pERK pathway over cAMP in cells that endogenously expressed RXFP1. Thus, B7-33 represents the first functionally selective agonist of the complex GPCR, RXFP1. Importantly, this small peptide agonist prevented or reversed organ fibrosis and dysfunction in three pre-clinical rodent models of heart or lung disease with similar potency to H2 relaxin. The molecular mechanism behind the strong anti-fibrotic actions of B7-33 involved its activation of RXFP1-angiotensin II type 2 receptor heterodimers that induced selective downstream signaling of pERK1/2 and the collagen-degrading enzyme, matrix metalloproteinase (MMP)-2. Furthermore, in contrast to H2 relaxin, B7-33 did not promote prostate tumor growth in vivo. Our results represent the first known example of the minimisation of a two-chain cyclic insulin-like peptide to a single-chain linear peptide that retains potent beneficial agonistic effects.

Introduction

Cardiovascular (CVDs) and inflammatory lung diseases (such as asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD)) are leading causes of death globally. A central feature of these diseases is fibrosis1 that represents an aberrant wound healing response that contributes to organ dysfunction and failure through excessive build-up of associated extracellular matrix (ECM) components. Despite the availability of various treatments for patients with CVD and inflammatory lung disorders, these therapies fail to effectively abrogate fibrosis, highlighting the need for more direct anti-fibrotic strategies.

Human gene-2 relaxin (H2 relaxin) is structurally similar to human insulin (Fig. 1) and is recognized to have several unique organ-protective actions.5-9 It has therefore been evaluated as a potential treatment for patients with various diseases.5-12 In late 2012, recombinant H2 relaxin (serelaxin; RLX030) successfully completed a phase III clinical trial for the treatment of acute heart failure (AHF).13,14 In addition to its immediate vasodilatory13 and cardioprotective15 effects that are likely to benefit patients with AHF, H2 relaxin is also well-known to exert anti-fibrotic actions14 that we have shown to occur independently of etiology.16-19 These pleiotropic effects of H2 relaxin are mediated by the activation of several different cellular signaling pathways including cyclic adenosine monophosphate...
A receptor-binding cassette (RB13XXX RB17XXIB20) present within has been extensively studied and well characterized. The signaling mechanism of RXFP1.

recognized amino acid residue within the A-chain was found to dictate RXFP1 binding and activation.\textsuperscript{35} This clearly suggested that the B-chain possessed most, if not all, of the residues responsible for high affinity RXFP1 binding, and that rationally designed analogues of the B-chain peptide (Fig. 1A and S2†) could display the characteristic in vitro and in vivo H2 relaxin-like activity.

Thus, we undertook to develop such analogues and herein report for the first time that a chemically synthesized linear H2 relaxin B-chain-only analogue, B7-33 (Fig. 1A), displays potent activity in physiologically-relevant RXFP1-expressing cells and improves heart and airway/lung function by ameliorating fibrosis without exacerbating prostate tumor development. We have also determined how B7-33 interacts with RXFP1 and identified that in fibroblasts, it preferentially signals towards pERK1/2 in agreement with its potent anti-fibrotic effects in vitro and in vivo.

Results

Design of B-chain analogues

It is known that the B-chain of H2 relaxin can be processed in vivo into three equally active isoforms (B1-29, B1-31 and B1-33).\textsuperscript{36} The native H2 B-chain with 29 residues (B1-29) and its cyclic derivatives are insoluble in water (Fig. 1A) and functionally inactive.\textsuperscript{37} The overall net charge of B1-29 is zero at neutral pH (four positively charged and four negatively charged amino acids). We were intrigued to find out if a soluble peptide was able to interact with the receptor. In order to create a soluble peptide, we truncated six residues from the N-terminus of B1-29 as we had previously shown that these residues within H2 relaxin were not functionally important.\textsuperscript{38,39} Then four residues (KRSL) from the B1-33 isofrom were added at the C-terminus to increase overall cationic charges. In other words, we truncated six residues from the N-terminus of the B1-33 isoform (Fig. 1A). The resulting analogue with two cysteine residues had an

(cAMP) and extracellular-signal-regulated kinases (ERK)1/2 coupled to its cognate G protein-coupled receptor (GPCR), Relaxin Family Peptide Receptor 1 (RXFP1), initially discovered as LGR7 (Fig. S1A†).\textsuperscript{20,21}

While a separate phase III trials are in progress, H2 relaxin has been approved for sale in Russia, for human use in clinical settings and is the first new treatment for AHF patients in 20 years.\textsuperscript{22} However, the current form of the drug (53 amino acids, two chains – A and B connected by 3 disulfide bonds; Fig. 1A and B) is costly and laborious to synthesize, both chemically and recombinantly.\textsuperscript{23} Additionally, the potent cAMP activation by H2 relaxin has been associated with adverse effects including inotropy and mortality\textsuperscript{24} and is also involved with the reported ability of H2 relaxin to promote cancer progression particularly in the prostate.\textsuperscript{25-28} Therefore, the development of a small, easily synthesized, functionally selective RXFP1 agonist that retained the beneficial effects (e.g. anti-fibrotic effects) of H2 relaxin with minimization of its cAMP-activating properties (e.g. cancer promoting effects) would be highly desirable. Such an agonist would be of enormous therapeutic importance as it would be a cost-effective drug with reduced side-effects for the treatment of fibrosis and related disorders. It would also represent an invaluable pharmacological tool to delineate the complex signaling mechanism of RXFP1.

The primary mode of H2 relaxin’s interaction with RXFP1 has been extensively studied and well characterized. The receptor-binding cassette (R\textsuperscript{B13}XXX R\textsuperscript{B17}XXR\textsuperscript{B20}) present within the mid-region of the B-chain (Fig. 1B) is responsible for the primary interaction between H2 relaxin and the large extracellular domain (ECD) and, in particular, the leucine-rich repeat (LRR) region of RXFP1 (Fig. S1†).\textsuperscript{29-33} The corresponding residues in RXFP1 that interact with the B-chain binding motif were later identified.\textsuperscript{29} Although some reports suggested that there was a secondary interaction involving the A-chain of H2 relaxin and the transmembrane (TM) exoloops of RXFP1,\textsuperscript{31-34} no single
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overall positive charge (+5) and fewer hydrophobic residues. Replacement of two cysteines at positions 11 and 23 with iso-
seric serine residues prevented peptide dimerization and aggregation. This highly positively charged peptide with increased polar residues, B7-33, was freely water-soluble unlike B1-29 (Fig. 1A). A further five B-chain analogues were designed targeting key binding residues R13/17 and 1H20 (Fig. S2A†) to understand the interaction of B7-33 with RXFP1, as H2 relaxin uses these residues to interact with RXFP1.28,30

**Solid phase synthesis of B-chain analogues**

Peptides were solid phase synthesized as C-terminal amides and purified using RP-HPLC via a preparative column while the final purity of individual synthetic peptides was assessed by analytical RP-HPLC. The molecular masses of all analogues were determined by electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) – B7-33: m/z 2986.4 [M + H]⁺, calc 2986.59; AcB7-33: m/z 3028.2 [M + H]⁺, calc 3028.6; R13A (AcB7-33): m/z 2943.1 [M + H]⁺, calc 2943.5; R17A (AcB7-33): m/z 2943.1 [M + H]⁺, calc 2943.5; I20A (AcB7-33): m/z 2986.6 [M + H]⁺, calc 2986.6; R13/17A. I20A (AcB7-33): m/z 2816.1 [M + H]⁺, calc 2816.3. The peptide content for each analogue was quantified by Direct Detect® spectrometer, an infrared (IR) – based protein quantita-
tion system. Peptides including B7-33 were also bought from a commercial source (Mimotopes Pty, Melbourne, Australia) and the results described below were reproducible. The purity of each of the analogues (≥94%) was determined by using analytical RP-HPLC peak area integration. Importantly, the purity of B7-33 was found to be 97%. The detailed characterization (purity Fig. S3† traces of analytical RP-HPLC and ESI-MS Fig. S4†) of all the analogues is provided in the ESI.†

From a synthetic point of view, development of the B7-33 peptide represents a dramatic improvement over the currently used H2 relaxin. While chemical or recombinant assembly of the H2 relaxin drug involves multiple purification steps,29 B7-33 requires only one. As illustrated in Fig. 2 and S5,† the cost of production of B7-33 is a fraction of that of H2 relaxin.

**Binding affinity and cAMP activity of B7-33 and its analogues**

B7-33 was first tested for its ability to bind human RXFP1 receptors stably expressed in HEK-293T cells (HEK-RXFP1, Fig. 3A). Data from competition binding assays showed that B7-33 bound to RXFP1 albeit with significant less affinity (B7-33: pKᵢ = 5.54 ± 0.13, n = 5) compared with H2 relaxin (H2 relaxin: pKᵢ = 8.96 ± 0.03, n = 5) (Fig. 3A and S2B†). This is the first report of binding of a B-chain analogue of H2 relaxin to RXFP1. The B7-33 peptide was then examined in these cells (HEK-RXFP1) for its ability to stimulate cAMP accumulation (Fig. 3B–D). Consistent with the binding data, the potency of B7-33 on human RXFP1 (Fig. 3B) was significantly lower than H2 relaxin (B7-33: pEC₅₀ = 5.12 ± 0.06, n = 3; H2 relaxin: pEC₅₀ = 10.49 ± 0.13, n = 4; Fig. 3B and S2B†). In addition, B7-33 also exhibited weak potency in cAMP activity assays conducted in HEK-293 cells expressing rat (Fig. 3C) or mouse (Fig. 3D) RXFP1 receptors. To assess if B7-33 could stimulate cAMP activity in cells that endogenously express RXFP1, it was tested in the human THP1 monocyctic cell line where it also demonstrated weak cAMP potency (Fig. 3E). We also tested B7-33 for its ability to stimulate cAMP in HEK cells stably expressing the related receptor, RXFP2. B7-33 was not found to activate RXFP2 (Fig. S6†) even at micromolar concentrations which were sufficient to activate RXFP1 (Fig. 3).

Acetylated B7-33 (AcB7-33) showed no change in binding affinity and cAMP activity at HEK-RXFP1 (Fig. S2B†). The four acetylated R13/17 and 1H20 mutated analogues, however, completely lost binding and RXFP1 activity in these cells (Fig. S2B†).

**MMP-promoting effects of B7-33**

While HEK cells stably expressing RXFP1 are an excellent tool for screening drug candidates, the pharmacology of the drugs in natively expressing systems may be different. Thus, B7-33 was examined in human cardiac fibroblasts (Fig. 4A and B) and rat renal myofibroblasts (Fig. 4C–F) endogenously expressing RXFP1 for its ability to promote collagen-degrading matrix metalloproteinase (MMP)-2 levels, a well-known response to H2 relaxin.39,40 Interestingly, the B7-33 peptide significantly promoted MMP-2 levels when administered at 30 nM (= 180 ng mL⁻¹) to human cardiac fibroblasts (Fig. 4A and B) or 16.8 nM (= 100 ng mL⁻¹) to rat renal myofibroblasts (Fig. 4C–F) over 72 hours in culture, to a similar extent as H2 relaxin at the equivalent concentrations, as determined by gelatin zymography (Fig. 4A, C and E) and densitometry (Fig. 4B, D and F) (both P < 0.01 vs. untreated cells). Importantly, these MMP-promoting effects of B7-33 in the rat renal myofibroblasts were completely abrogated by an RXFP1 antagonist41,42 which incorporated lysine substitutions for the two arginine residues situated at positions 13 and 17 within the relaxin B-chain (Fig. 4C and D), indicating that the effects of B7-33 were mediated through RXFP1.

To further explore the molecular mechanisms of its actions, we also investigated the effects of an angiotensin II type 2 (AT₂) receptor antagonist (PD123319) (Fig. 4E and F) on the MMP-promoting effects of B7-33; as we had recently shown that the AT₂ receptor (AT₂R) was critically required for H2 relaxin’s anti-
fibrotic actions.43 We demonstrated that H2 relaxin signaled through constitutive RXFP1–AT₂R heterodimers to induce downstream functional effects at the level of pERK1/2 which in turn promoted MMP levels. Interestingly, as determined by gelatin zymography (Fig. 4E) and densitometry (Fig. 4F), the MMP-2-promoting effects of B7-33 in the rat renal myofibro-
blasts were completely blocked by PD123319, suggesting that like H2 relaxin,44 B7-33 was mediating its effects via RXFP1–AT₂R heterodimers. On the other hand, neither the RXFP1 nor AT2 receptor antagonists alone affected basal MMP-2 expression (Fig. 4C–F).

**pERK1/2-promoting effects of B7-33**

Since MMP-2 stimulation by H2 relaxin occurs downstream of ERK1/2 phosphorylation,45-47 pERK1/2 activity following stimula-
tion by B7-33 was then examined in HEK-293T cells stably expressing RXFP1 (Fig. 5A and B). Consistent with the cAMP data, the potency of B7-33 in the pERK assay was found to be
modest and significantly lower than H2 relaxin in HEK-RXFP1 cells (Fig. 5A and B). This result did not explain the marked MMP-promoting effects of B7-33 in myoblasts as shown in Fig. 4. It also did not match our recent findings that H2 relaxin signaled through RXFP1–AT2R heterodimers to induce downstream functional effects on pERK1/2 to inhibit the pro-fibrotic actions of TGF-β1 at the level of Smad2 (an intracellular protein that promotes TGF-β1 signal transduction).43 Therefore, we examined pERK1/2 activity following stimulation by B7-33 in rat renal myoblasts (Fig. 5C and D) that endogenously expressed RXFP1. Interestingly, ERK1/2 activation peaked at 3–5 minutes in rat renal myoblasts (Fig. 5C) following administration of either B7-33 (0.1 μM) and H2 relaxin (0.1 μM). In order to compare the potency and efficacy of B7-33 and H2 relaxin, we constructed concentration–response relationships in rat renal myoblasts (Fig. 5D). Excitingly, in these myoblasts, the concentration–response curves demonstrated that B7-33 increased ERK1/2 activity (5 min treatment) with a similar efficacy and potency to H2 relaxin (Fig. 5D). Given that B7-33 stimulated ERK1/2 activity and increased MMP-2 levels in

---

**Fig. 2** Comparison of synthetic routes (chemical or recombinant) to the (A) B7-33 and (B) H2 relaxin (modified from ref. 23). (A) B7-33 is directly assembled in its final form on resin, requiring a single purification step after cleavage. (B–b) In contrast synthesis of the two chain H2 relaxin requires assembly of two separate chains (A and B chains), four separate reactions for the regioselective formation of its disulfide bonds, and six purification steps, resulting in low overall yields.
**B7-33 significantly reduced cardiac fibrosis and improved heart function**

Systemic administration of B7-33 or H2 relaxin (each at 0.5 mg kg\(^{-1}\) d\(^{-1}\)), a dose of H2 relaxin that had been used previously to successfully demonstrate anti-fibrotic actions,\(^ {18,44}\) and produce circulating levels of 20–40 ng mL\(^{-1}\),\(^ {45}\) from weeks 8–12 post-myocardial infarction (MI) injury significantly reduced collagen deposition in the left ventricle (LV) of rat compared to the injured/vehicle-treated group at 12 weeks post-MI (both \(P < 0.01\) vs. saline-treated MI group; Fig. 6A and B). Left ventricular end-diastolic pressure (LVEDP) was significantly reduced in both the B7-33 (\(P < 0.05\) vs. saline-treated MI group) and H2 relaxin (\(P < 0.05\) vs. saline-treated MI group) treated rats (Fig. 6C) suggesting that treatment with B7-33 was as effective as H2 relaxin for improving LV function in the MI-induced rat model of heart failure.

We then used equimolar amounts of B7-33 and H2 relaxin in a mouse model of isoproterenol (ISO)-induced cardiomyopathy and related fibrosis (Fig. 6D–F). When the effects of B7-33 (0.25 mg kg\(^{-1}\) d\(^{-1}\)) were directly compared with those of H2 relaxin (0.5 mg kg\(^{-1}\) d\(^{-1}\); equivalent dose to B7-33 when corrected for molecular weight) in preventing the effects of ISO-induced cardiac fibrosis, B7-33 significantly reduced interstitial collagen staining (by \(\approx 51\%\); \(P < 0.01\) versus ISO alone; Fig. 6D and E) to a similar extent to H2 relaxin (which decreased ISO-induced interstitial collagen by \(\approx 57\%\); \(P < 0.01\) versus ISO alone). Likewise, B7-33 significantly reduced ISO-induced increases in total LV collagen concentration (by \(\approx 47\%\); \(P < 0.01\) versus ISO alone; Fig. 6F) as did H2 relaxin (which decreased ISO-induced total LV collagen concentration by \(\approx 53\%\); \(P < 0.01\) versus ISO alone; Fig. 6F). However, these collagen-inhibitory effects of B7-33 and H2 relaxin were independent of their ability to regulate systolic blood pressure (SBP) in the ISO model (basal SBP/end SBP (mmHg) for ISO alone: 115 ± 5/110 ± 6; ISO + B7-33: 112 ± 5/110 ± 3; and for ISO + H2 relaxin: 117 ± 5/112 ± 4; \(n = 7\) mice/group).

**B7-33 significantly reduced airway/lung fibrosis and improved airway function**

Mice with ovalbumin (OVA)-induced chronic allergic airways disease (AAD) presented with significantly increased epithelial thickening (a measure of airway remodeling; Fig. 7A and B), sub-epithelial collagen (blue) staining (Fig. 7A) and total lung collagen concentration (measures of airway fibrosis; Fig. 7C), as well as airway hyperresponsiveness (AHR; a measure of lung dysfunction; Fig. 7D) (all \(P < 0.001\) vs. saline-treated controls). In this model, daily intranasal (i.n.) administration of the B7-33 peptide (0.25 mg kg\(^{-1}\) d\(^{-1}\)) or H2 relaxin (0.5 mg kg\(^{-1}\) d\(^{-1}\)) over a 2 week treatment period totally reversed the increased epithelial thickness associated with chronic AAD (both \(P < 0.001\) vs. AAD alone) (Fig. 7A and B). Total lung collagen concentration was also normalized after 2 weeks of B7-33 (\(P < 0.05\) vs. AAD alone; no different to saline alone) or H2 relaxin treatment over
the same time period ($P < 0.01$ versus OVA alone; no different to saline alone) (Fig. 7C). In addition, AHR was partially but significantly reversed in B7-33-treated mice and to a similar extent as in H2 relaxin-treated mice (at the three highest doses of methacholine tested; all $P < 0.05$ vs. OVA alone; Fig. 7D). However, airway reactivity in B7-33 or H2 relaxin-treated mice remained significantly higher than that in saline-treated controls (at the four highest doses of methacholine tested; all $P < 0.01$ vs. untreated/control).

**Fig. 4.** B7-33 promoted matrix metalloproteinase-2 (MMP-2; a collagen-degrading enzyme) with high potency in (myo)fibroblasts endogenously expressing RXFP1. (A) B7-33 stimulated MMP-2 to a similar extent to native H2 relaxin in both (A and B) human cardiac fibroblasts and (C–F) rat renal myofibroblasts (as demonstrated by (A, C and E) representative gelatin zymography and (B, D and F) densitometry). Importantly, the ability of H2 relaxin and B7-33 to promote MMP-2 was equivalently blocked either by (C and D) an RXFP1 antagonist, or (E, F) angiotensin II type 2 (AT2) receptor antagonist (PD = P123319). Data shown (B, D and F) are mean ± SEM (from $n = 3$ independent experiments conducted in duplicate). **$P < 0.01$ vs. untreated/control; ##$P < 0.01$ vs. H2 relaxin; *$P < 0.01$ vs. B7-33.
P < 0.05 vs. saline alone; Fig. 7D) again demonstrating that B7-33 could improve lung dysfunction through its anti-remodeling and anti-fibrotic effects.

**B7-33 did not exacerbate tumor development in a mouse model of prostate tumor growth in vivo**

RM1 prostate cancer cells (5 × 10^3 cells) were orthotopically implanted in the prostates of wild-type mice and after 10 days a significant tumor developed (Fig. 8). B7-33 and H2 relaxin were then evaluated for their ability to promote prostate tumor growth, which H2 relaxin had previously been demonstrated to do. In this study, H2 relaxin (0.15 mg kg⁻¹ d⁻¹; which produces circulating levels of 5–10 ng mL⁻¹, that promoted prostate tumor growth in mice) increased prostate size by more than 150% (P < 0.001 vs. untreated mice with prostate tumors) when administered from 2–10 days post-RM1 cell-induction of prostate tumors (Fig. 8A and B). However, administration of an equivalent (0.075 mg kg⁻¹ d⁻¹) or higher dose (0.25 mg kg⁻¹ d⁻¹; the dose used to demonstrate its anti-fibrotic effects in the ISO model) of B7-33 failed to exacerbate mouse prostate tumor size in vivo when administered over the same period of time.

**Structural analysis of B7-33 by NMR spectroscopy**

To investigate whether the single-chain B7-33 could adopt a native H2 B-chain-like conformation in solution without structural support from the A-chain, we examined its structural features using two-dimensional NMR spectroscopy. NOESY and TOCSY spectra were recorded at 600 MHz and the spectra were of good quality in terms of line width and signal-to-noise but had poor signal dispersion, consistent with an unstructured peptide lacking a well-defined structural core. Resonance assignments were achieved by sequential assignment strategies. Secondary H2-chemical shifts, that is, differences...
Discussion

Since its discovery in 1926,\(^49\) H2 relaxin has been the subject of intense endocrinological and pharmacological research. The cognate receptor for H2 relaxin, RXFP1, was discovered only 13 years ago.\(^49\) Since then, significant progress has been made towards understanding the H2 relaxin–RXFP1 interaction.\(^50\) In addition to its classical 7-transmembrane spanning region (TM), RXFP1 has a large extracellular domain containing 10 leucine rich repeats (LRRs) and a NH\(_2\)-terminal low-density lipoprotein type A (LDLa) module (Fig. S1\(\dagger\)) that is only found in RXFP1 and the closely related RXFP2.\(^28\) The activation of RXFP1 is complex and requires interactions involving the LRR domain,\(^20\) the extracellular loops,\(^31,32\) and the N-terminal LDLa module.\(^31,34\) Although this complexity presents considerable challenges for the development of domain-minimized analogues as does the notoriously insolubility of the single chains,\(^37\) we have engineered an active single-B-chain derivative of H2 relaxin, B7-33, with an increased cationic charge and aqueous solubility. This is in fact the first report of any domain-minimized single chain insulin- or relaxin-related peptide displaying agonist activity.

This peptide acted as a full agonist of cAMP activation but with modest to poor affinity and potency in HEK-293T cells stably expressing RXFP1, and THP1 cells endogenously expressing RXFP1. In order to better understand the interaction between B7-33 and RXFP1, we synthesized B7-33 analogues targeting the key residues: RB13, RB17 and IB20 in the B-chain of H2 relaxin that are known as the primary drivers for RXFP1 activity\(^53\) and that interact with corresponding residues in the LRR region of the RXFP1 receptor.\(^29\) The loss of binding affinity and cAMP activity of key-residue mutated analogues for RXFP1 indicated that B7-33 used the same residues as H2 relaxin to interact with the LRRs of RXFP1. In addition to its cognate receptor RXFP1, H2 relaxin is also known to activate RXFP2, which is cognate receptor for the related INSL3 peptide.\(^25,59\)
Fig. 7  B7-33 reduced ovalbumin (OVA)-induced airway/lung fibrosis and improved airway function. In (A) representative photomicrographs of Masson’s trichrome-stained airway/lung sections of saline, OVA, OVA + H2 relaxin and OVA + B7-33 mice. Scale bar = 100 μm; In (B) sub-epithelial collagen thickness (mm) in the lamina reticularis as mean ± SEM. In (C) total lung collagen (hydroxyproline) content (a measure of fibrosis) from each of the groups studied. In (D) airway resistance (airway hyperresponsiveness) (AHR); change from baseline as mean ± SEM; numbers in parentheses represent number of mice analysed per group; *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001 vs. saline group; #P < 0.05, ##P < 0.01, ###P < 0.001 vs. OVA group.

Fig. 8  B7-33 did not promote tumor growth. In (A), representative prostate tumors of male C57B6J mice 10 days after their prostates were injected with RM1 cells. PT: prostate tumor; SV: seminal vesicle. In (B) the mean ± SEM prostate tumor size/BW ratio is shown from untreated, B7-33-treated mice. Tumor development was enhanced by H2 relaxin but not B7-33 (n = 11–15 mice/group), in response to increasing concentrations of the bronchoconstrictor, methacholine, by invasive plethysmography as mean ± SEM; numbers in parentheses represent number of mice analysed per group; ***P < 0.001 vs. untreated group; ###P < 0.001 vs. H2 relaxin treated group.
However B7-33 did not activate cAMP activity in HEK-RXFP2 cells. Like H2 relaxin, B7-33 exhibited high potency in increasing the activity of the collagen-degrading enzyme MMP-2 in human cardiac fibroblasts and rat renal myofibroblasts (key matrix-producing cells that contribute to fibrosis). These effects were demonstrated to be RXFP1-specific as they were blocked by an RXFP1-specific antagonist. The MMP results contrasted with its modest ability to stimulate cAMP in stably- and endogenously-expressing RXFP1 cells and the limited ability of H2 relaxin to stimulate cAMP in (myo)fibroblast cultures. Since the increased MMP-2 activity in response to H2 relaxin is associated with increased ERK1/2 activity, we examined MAP kinase responses to B7-33. In HEK-RXFP1 cells, B7-33 poorly induced pERK1/2 phosphorylation. However, in (myo)fibroblasts, B7-33 potently activated pERK1/2 with high efficacy. The fact that pERK1/2 and MMP-2 have previously been shown to be associated with the anti-fibrotic actions of H2 relaxin strongly suggested that B7-33 was a functionally selective agonist of RXFP1. Furthermore, the fact that the MMP-2-promoting effects of both H2 relaxin and B7-33 were equivalently blocked by either a RXFP1 or AT2R antagonist suggested that, like H2 relaxin, B7-33 exerted its biological activity through RXFP1 and likely through RXFP1–AT2R heterodimers, as both of these GPCRs are expressed on the renal myofibroblasts investigated.

It is known that the same GPCR can couple to several different signaling pathways in different cells and that the binding of the same ligand in different cells can demonstrate pathway-dependent pharmacology. The fact that B7-33 was a potent and high efficacy agonist for activating pERK1/2 in fibroblasts but not in recombinant systems expressing RXFP1 may be explained by highly efficient coupling of ERK1/2 to RXFP1 in fibroblasts. It has been previously demonstrated that the actions of H2 relaxin through RXFP1 in fibroblasts are associated with strong pERK activation but virtually no cAMP production. We therefore postulated that B7-33 would be a potent anti-fibrotic agent when utilized in vivo with the added benefit of inactivity or limited activity at cAMP pathways associated with the tumor-promoting effects of H2 relaxin (Fig. S1†). In accord with this, we showed that, in contrast to H2 relaxin, B7-33 did not exacerbate RM1 cell-induced prostate tumor growth in mice in vivo. Additionally, as the activation of cAMP has been associated with several other adverse effects including inotropy and mortality, it is possible that B7-33 may not induce the same level of H2 relaxin-mediated inotropy, but may improve end-stage mortality by having limited ability to activate cAMP and/or cAMP-dependent protein kinase A. The latter may have important implications in the context of the phase III trials that are currently assessing the ability of H2 relaxin (serelaxin) to improve end-stage mortality in AHF patients.

Based on these findings in fibroblasts and particularly its high potency in activating pERK1/2 in these cells, the efficacy of B7-33 in a pathophysiologically relevant rat model of MI-induced heart failure was examined. Systemic administration of B7-33 or H2 relaxin, after 8 weeks of MI-induced injury, over a 4 week treatment period, significantly reduced the build-up of MI-induced collagen confirming that B7-33 had similar anti-fibrotic activity to H2 relaxin in experimental heart failure. Furthermore, we also observed improved LV function evidenced by a significant reduction in LVEDP. We then investigated the efficacy of systemic B7-33 administration (throughout the onset of injury; from days 1–14) in a mouse model of cardiomyopathy-related cardiac fibrosis and showed that B7-33 had similar efficacy to H2 relaxin in preventing ISO-induced cardiac fibrosis, confirming again its potential as a drug candidate for the treatment of fibrosis and related dysfunction associated with heart failure.

Finally we assessed the anti-remodeling and anti-fibrotic effects of B7-33 given by intranasal administration in a 9 week OVA-induced murine model of chronic AAD in vivo. When administered daily from weeks 9–11, B7-33 significantly diminished airway epithelial thickening, total lung collagen concentration (a measure of fibrosis) and airway hyperresponsiveness (a measure of lung dysfunction) to a similar extent to native H2 relaxin, confirming that it also had therapeutic potential for chronic inflammatory lung diseases. We have previously shown that upon binding to RXFP1, H2 relaxin mediated its anti-fibrotic actions through a pERK1/2-neuronal nitric oxide (NO) synthase (nNOS)-NO-cGMP-dependent pathway in myofibroblasts to disrupt TGF-β1 signal transduction, at the level of Smad2 phosphorylation in several organs including the heart, lung and kidney. This in turn inhibited TGF-β1-induced myofibroblast differentiation and aberrant ECM/collagen deposition in these organs. Additionally, H2 relaxin is also well known to stimulate MMPs associated with collagen degradation as demonstrated for B7-33. We have now also demonstrated that like H2 relaxin, B7-33 mediates its anti-fibrotic actions by signaling through constitutive RXFP1–AT2R heterodimers. Hence, it is likely that the potent anti-fibrotic effects of B7-33 are mediated through similar mechanisms.

The B7-33 was structurally characterized by solution NMR spectroscopy. Despite its high potency in native cells and in vivo animal models, it was mainly unstructured in solution. This indicated that B7-33 will only adopt the correct conformation...
for binding upon interaction with RXFP1 consistent with previous studies where an unstructured single-chain relaxin 3 peptide was a potent antagonist of RXFP3.53

Conclusion

In summary, we report for the first time the development of a domain-minimized H2 relaxin single-chain peptide, B7-33, as a functionally selective agonist of RXFP1. This single-chain peptide displayed equivalent efficacy to the natural H2 relaxin in several functional assays that included stimulation of pERK1/2 activity and MMP-2 levels in fibroblasts, reduction of fibrosis in three animal models of disease and improvement of heart and lung function in rodent models of heart failure and chronic AAD, respectively. It is likely that the molecular mechanism behind the strong anti-fibrotic actions of B7-33, as per those of H2 relaxin, involved its activation of RXFP1–AT2R heterodimers. We additionally showed that B7-33 bound using the binding cassette “RXXRXXXI” for receptor activation demonstrating that it uses a similar method of binding and activation of RXFP1 as H2 relaxin. Our findings also demonstrated that B7-33 stimulated pERK1/2 activity to a similar extent to H2 relaxin in fibroblasts and that this correlated with its ability to ameliorate fibrosis regardless of etiology with similar efficacy to H2 relaxin. B7-33 did not promote prostate cancer progression due to its limited ability to activate cAMP signaling and it is likely that this poor coupling to cAMP signaling may benefit the therapeutic potential of the single chain peptide. B7-33 is far easier and cheaper to manufacture by recombinant or chemical means and thus more cost-effective as a drug. It will also be an attractive lead for further modification to improve stability, potency and in vivo efficacy. While B7-33 is an attractive anti-fibrotic lead molecule it is also a valuable tool to determine the mechanism of action of relaxin in animal models of AHF.

Materials and methods

Solid phase peptide synthesis

Peptides were solid phase synthesized as C-terminal amides on PAL-PEG-PS resin on one of the following instruments: CEM Liberty™ microwave peptide synthesizer (Ai Scientific, Queensland, Australia) or Protein Technologies Tribute batchwise peptide synthesizer (Tucson, AZ, USA).

Ligand binding assays at RXFP1

Human embryonic kidney (HEK-293T) cells stably transfected with RXFP1 were cultured in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum, 100 μg mL⁻¹ penicillin, 100 μg mL⁻¹ streptomycin and 2 mM L-glutamine and plated into 96 well plates pre-coated with poly-L-lysine for whole cell binding assays. Competition binding experiments Eu³¹-labelled H2 relaxin in the absence or presence of increasing concentrations of unlabelled H2 relaxin B-chain derivatives were conducted as previously described.44 All data are presented as the mean ± S.E. of the % specific binding of triplicate wells, repeated in at least three separate experiments, and curves were fitted using one-site binding curves in GraphPad Prism 6 (GraphPad Inc, San Diego, CA). Statistical differences in pIC₅₀ values were analyzed using one-way analysis of variance coupled to Newman Keul’s multiple comparison test for multiple group comparisons in GraphPad Prism 6.

cAMP activity assays

The ability of the H2 relaxin B-chain peptide derivatives to stimulate cAMP activity in HEK-293T cells transfected with human, rat or mouse RXFP1 was evaluated using a cAMP reporter gene assay as previously described.35 Cells were co-transfected with a pCRE β-galactosidase reporter plasmid plated in 96-well plates and after 24 hours, the co-transfected cells were incubated with increasing concentrations of peptides in parallel with H2 relaxin. cAMP signaling in RXFP1-expressing THP1 cells65 was assessed as described previously66 using direct cAMP measurement (cAMP dynamic 2 HTRF kit, ciszbio) after ligand stimulation for 30 minutes in the presence of 50 μM of the phosphodiesterase inhibitor IBMX. Ligand-induced cAMP stimulation was expressed as a % of maximal response to H2 relaxin. Each data point was measured in triplicate and each experiment conducted independently at least three separate times. Statistical differences in pEC₅₀ values were analyzed using one-way ANOVA coupled to Newman Keul’s multiple comparison test for multiple group comparisons in GraphPad Prism 6.

ERK1/2 phosphorylation surefire® assay

HEK-RXFP1 cells,31 rat renal myofibroblasts or human cardiac fibroblasts45,56 were plated into 96-well plates or 48-well plates, respectively (4 × 10⁴ cells per well) and grown overnight in DMEM medium containing 10% (v/v) FBS at 37 °C, 5% CO₂. Cells were serum starved in 0.5% (v/v) DMEM medium for 4 hours before addition of ligands, 0.5% (v/v) DMEM medium plus 0.01% w/v BSA (vehicle control) or 10% FBS (positive control) at 37 °C. After experimentation, cells were lysed with lysis buffer and frozen at −20 °C. ERK1/2 was detected as described previously.67 Briefly, cell lysate was transferred to 384-well microplates and combined with AlphaScreen detection reagents according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Samples were counted in 384-well microplates on an EnVision multilabel plate reader (PerkinElmer Life and Analytical Sciences) (excitation 680 nm; emission 520 to 620 nm).

Gelatin zymography

Media samples from renal myofibroblasts isolated from injured rat kidneys, 3 days post-unilateral ureteric obstruction (kindly provided by Associate Professor Tim Hewitson, Department of Nephrology, Royal Melbourne Hospital, Parkville, Victoria, Australia39,43,56); or fetal human cardiac fibroblasts (ScienCell Research Laboratories, San Diego, CA, USA)40 (1 × 10⁵ cells per 12-well plate well) were analysed for MMP-2 expression by gelatin zymography, after 72 hours in culture as described before.44 Additionally, rat renal myofibroblasts treated with H2 relaxin or B7-33 were further treated with our without an RXFP1 antagonist44 or AT2R antagonist (PD123319);43 to confirm that
both peptides were acting through RXFP1 and possibly RXFP1–
AT3R heterodimers. To avoid saturation of the MMP-2 bands, 1 : 5–1 : 10 diluted media samples were analyzed from 3 sepa-
rate experiments conducted in duplicate.

**Animals**

**Rats.** Adult male Sprague-Dawley rats weighing 250–320 g, obtained from a commercial breeder (Animal Resources Centre, Perth, Western Australia, Australia) were used for the induction of myocardial infarction (MI)-induced heart failure.

**Mice.** (1) 7–8 week old male 129Sv mice (that are sensitive to tissue injury and fibrosis) were used for the induction of isoproterenol (ISO)-induced heart failure; (2) age-matched female Balb/c mice (which are sensitive to changes in airway hyperresponsiveness) were used for the induction of ovalbumin (OVA)-induced chronic allergic airways disease; (3) while age-matched male C57B6J mice were used for the induction of prostate tumor growth (with all mice being purchased from Monash Animal Services, Clayton, Victoria, Australia).

All animals were group housed under a constant temperature of 22 ± 1 °C and a relative humidity of 50–60% under a controlled 12 hour light : dark cycle. Animals were given access to standard laboratory chow and drinking water *ad libitum* and at least 5 days to acclimatize before any exper-
imentation was conducted on them.

All experiments were conducted with approval from a Florey Institute’s or Monash University’s Animal Ethics Committee, which adhere to the Australian Code of Conduct for care and use of laboratory animals for scientific purposes.

**Induction of MI-induced heart failure**

Adult male Sprague-Dawley rats were subjected to MI-induced heart failure, as previously described. Briefly, rats were anaesthetised with an intramuscular injection of ketamine (60 mg kg⁻¹) and medetomidine hydrochloride (250 mg kg⁻¹). A left sided thoracotomy through an opening between the fourth and fifth rib was performed, the heart was exteriorised and the left anterior descending coronary artery was ligated. Anaes-
thesia was reversed with atipamezole hydrochloride (1 mg kg⁻¹). Penicillin (1000 U) and buprenorphine (0.05 mg kg⁻¹) was administered to aid post-operative recovery. Animals were left to recover from the surgery under a heating source. Rats were individually housed after the surgery.

Eight weeks after MI surgery, rats were randomly assigned to 3 groups (vehicle, H2 relaxin or B7-33-treated), re-anæsthetised (2–3% isoflurane) and an osmotic mini-pump (model 2ML4, Alzet, Cupertino, CA) implanted intraperitoneally. Veal saline, H2 relaxin (0.5 mg kg⁻¹ d⁻¹; a dose that had been used previously to successfully demonstrate its anti-fibrotic actions and produce circulating levels of 20–40 ng mL⁻¹ (ref. 45) or B7-33 (0.5 mg kg⁻¹ d⁻¹) was continuously administered for 28 days. At the conclusion of treatment, rats were anæsthetized (sodium pentobarbitone, 60 mg kg⁻¹ i.p.) and the left ventricular end-diastolic pressure determined by an investi-

**Induction of ISO-induced heart failure**

Male 129Sv mice were subcutaneously injected with isoprena-
line hydrochloride (25 mg kg⁻¹; Sigma-Aldrich) once daily for 5 consecutive days and then left for a further 9 days for fibrosis progression to occur. Subgroups of animals (*n* = 7–8/group) received no treatment (injury alone control), recombinant H2 relaxin (0.5 mg kg⁻¹ d⁻¹) or an equivalent dose of B7-33 (0.25 mg mg⁻¹ d⁻¹ corrected for MW) *via* subcutaneously implanted osmotic minipumps (model 2002; Alzet). A separate subgroup of mice (*n* = 7) that were not subjected to isoproterenol or peptide treatment were used as untreated controls. Nine days after the fifth ISO injection (at day 14), all mice were weighed and then sacrificed for heart and LV collection. A similar portion of the LV from each animal was then used for the determination of interstitial collagen staining and morphometric analysis of interstitial collagen density or hydroxyproline content, as described before, which was performed in a randomized and blinded fashion. Basal and end systolic blood pressure was also measured from all mice studied using tail cuff plethysmography (MC4000 Blood Pressure Analysis System; Hatteras Instruments Inc., NC, USA); where 15–20 measurements per time point were pooled to obtain a mean for each animal.

**Induction of chronic AAD**

A chronic model of OVA-induced AAD was established in female Balb/c mice (*n* = 40). Mice were sensitized i.p. on day 0 and 14 with 10 µg Grade V chicken egg ovalbumin (Sigma-Aldrich Corp., St. Louis, MO, USA) and 0.4 mg aluminium potassium sulphate (alum) in 0.5 mL saline, then challenged by whole body inhalation exposure to aerosolized 2.5% OVA (weight/volume of saline) three times a week from days 21–63 (30 min per session) using an ultrasonic nebulizer. Control mice (*n* = 14) were sensitized and challenged with saline instead of OVA.

**Intranasal treatment.** OVA-sensitized/challenged mice (with chronic AAD) were treated once daily with 0.8 mg mL⁻¹ H2 relaxin (equivalent to 0.5 mg kg⁻¹ d⁻¹) or 0.4 mg mL⁻¹ B7-33 (equivalent to 0.25 mg kg⁻¹ d⁻¹) from days 64–77 *via* intranasal administration, as described before. A fourteen-day treatment period was chosen, as previously used for intranasal H2 relaxin. Saline-sensitized/challenged control mice received saline intranasally, once daily over the 14 day treatment period.

**Measurement of AHR.** Twenty-four hours after the last vehicle/drug administration, methacholine-induced airway reactivity was assessed by invasive plethysmography as described before, by an investigator blinded to the treatment groups studied. Anesthetized mice were placed in a plethysmo-
graph chamber (Buxco Research Systems, Wilmington, NC, USA) where increasing concentrations of acetyl-β-methacholine (from 31.25 µg kg⁻¹ to 500 µg kg⁻¹) were delivered intravenously in five doses. After every dose, airway resistance and compliance were measured (Biosystem XA version 2.7.9; Buxco Electronics Inc, Wilmington, NC, USA). The change in airway resistance calculated by the maximal resistance after each dose minus
baseline resistance (PBS alone) was plotted against each dose of methacholine evaluated.

**Histopathology**

The mid-zone of the LV from male rats and 129SV mice, and largest lung lobe from female Balb/c mice were fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin for 24–48 h before being processed and embedded routinely in paraffin wax. Representative sections of tissue, 3–5 μm each, were taken and stained with either picrosirius red for the detection of LV interstitial collagen or Masson’s trichrome for the detection of airway/ lung subepithelial basement membrane collagen deposition.

**Morphometric analysis of structural changes.** Changes in picrosirius-red stained interstitial collagen or epithelial thickness and subepithelial collagen (fibrosis) around the airway lumen from Masson’s trichrome-stained sections; which were all captured (at ×20 magnification) using a SPOT digital camera (Q Imaging, Burnaby, BC, Canada) and analysed with Image J 1.3 software (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD). Four to five fields per mid zone of the LV or 4–5 alveoli (of 150–350 μm in diameter) per mouse were assessed. Epithelial thickness and subepithelial collagen regions were traced with a digital pen and the thickness of each region calculated by the imaging software. All analyses of the latter were performed in a randomized and blinded fashion and the results expressed as mean thickness (1 μm) of the 4–5 alveoli sampled.

**Hydroxyproline analysis**

The apical region of the heart or second largest lung lobe from each mouse were treated as described previously for the determination of hydroxyproline content. Hydroxyproline values were estimated based on a standard curve constructed with serial dilutions of a 0.1 mg mL stock of trans-4-hydroxyproline-3-proline (Sigma-Aldrich). Hydroxyproline values were then converted to collagen content as described previously and, in turn, divided by the dry weight of each corresponding left ventricular or lung tissue assessed to yield collagen concentration (a measure of fibrosis).

**Induction of prostate tumor growth**

Male C57BL/6 mice (n = 26) were injected with 5000 RM1 (mouse prostate tumor) cells into their prostates to induce tumor growth. One sub-group of mice (n = 7) was left untreated until day 10 post-RM1 cell administration (a time-point which had previously been determined these mice get small but significantly increased prostate tumors). Additional sub-groups of mice were subcutaneously implanted with osmotic mini-pumps (model 1007D; Alzet) containing H2 relaxin alone (0.15 mg kg d; n = 7) or B7-33 (0.075 mg kg d; corrected for MW (n = 6) or 0.25 mg kg d (n = 6)) on day 2 post-RM1 cell administration and maintained until day 10 post-cell administration. Each pump had a reservoir that allowed it to continuously infuse these peptides for 8 days. At day 10, prostate weight to body weight (BW) ratio was determined by an investigator blinded to the treatment groups studied.

**Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy**

All NMR data were recorded on a Bruker Avance 600 MHz spectrometer equipped with a cryoprobe on a sample containing 0.5 mg peptide dissolved in 0.5 mL of 90% H2O/10% D2O at 298 K and pH ~ 4. Recorded data sets included two-dimensional homonuclear TOCSY and NOESY (with mixing times of 80 ms and 200 ms, respectively). The data were recorded with 4k data points in the F2 dimension and 512 increments in the F1 dimension, which was subsequently zero-filled to 1k data points prior to transformation. Data were collected and processed using Topspin (Bruker) and analysed using XEASY. Spectra were referenced to the water signal at 4.768 ppm at 298 K.

**Statistics**

All data were expressed as the mean ± SEM and analyzed using GraphPad Prism (GraphPad Software Inc., San Diego, CA, USA). The results were analyzed by one-way ANOVA, using the Newman–Keuls post hoc test for multiple comparisons between treatments groups in all experiments performed except for the analysis of the lung function (AHR) data, which was assessed by a two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s post hoc test. P < 0.05 was considered to be statistically significant.
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